Delivery Services
This service is available in select zip codes only.

We offer two types of delivery depending on the items being delivered. Most items we sell are available for
delivery unless otherwise noted on the tag and we only deliver to addresses within the following zip codes. If it
is not listed here then we do not provide delivery to that address. The fee for delivery is determined by the
items, quantity, and zip code.
In Area Zip Codes
40025 40207
40041 40220
40204 40222
40205 40242
40206

40023
40059
40118
40202
40203

40208
40209
40210
40211
40212

Out of Area Zip Codes
40213
40218
40214
40219
40215
40223
40216
40225
40217
40228

40229
40241
40243
40245
40258

40272
40291
40299

All deliveries are to exterior areas only and must be an easily accessible drop location like front door/porch,
driveway, garage, alley, reception desk, etc. Items will only be placed in a single location that is accessible by
our vehicle. If no one is home to receive the delivery, the delivery will be left in the drop location
pre-determined at the time of purchase.
We will not bring items inside your home. If you are in need of this type of in-home/white glove delivery please
contact Store to Door, 502-376-4636, storetodoor.us
Lastly, we do deliver the fountains we sell but this is a parts-only delivery service. We are plant experts and sell
fountains as a courtesy; therefore, we do not install/setup fountains. You will be given all parts and instructions
for the fountain installation upon purchase and if you need assistance installing your fountain, we would
recommend calling a plumber or a business offering home repair services.
Floral Delivery - $20 ($40 out of area)
Items eligible for this service must weigh less than 40lbs and be no larger than 36” tall by 40” wide in total and
fit into the back of a sport utility/crossover vehicle. If the order consists of mulch and/or soil only, then up to
five bags total of our largest size can qualify for the floral delivery rate. If the order is a combination of other
items as well as mulch and/or soil, then up to three bags would qualify.
Floral deliveries are typically made within 48 hours of the purchase and are to the recipient's front door or
porch, driveway, garage, reception desk, or funeral home delivery entrance only. We will not bring items inside
someone’s home. If the delivery is a gift, we must also have the contact information (including phone number)
of the recipient to notify them of the delivery. If no one is home to receive the delivery, the delivery will be left
in a drop location pre-determined at the time of purchase.
General Delivery - $90 (out of area $120)
This service is for all larger items requiring a team lift or truck/van to deliver. General deliveries are typically
made within 5-7 days of payment (excluding weekends) to any exterior “drop” location. Items will only be
placed in a single location that is accessible by our vehicle. If no one is home to receive the delivery, the
delivery will be left in the drop location pre-determined at the time of purchase.

